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Paperbound Books in Print
At the very birth of the Imperium of Man, fully half of the Emperor's most trusted Space Marine Legions turned against him
in a bitter civil war. Brother fought brother, and Mankind stood upon the very brink of extinction. Ten thousand years after
their defeat, those same traitors still launch their black crusades out of the Eye of Terror, intent upon nothing less than the
utter destrction of the Imperium and the death of its weakling Emperor. This book provides an army list and sections on
background, hobby section and special characters to accompany the game.

The Chapter's Due
Devastated by the death of his closest friend, renegade Inquisitor Jac Draco renounces his fanatical faith in the GodEmperor and surrenders himself to the dark powers of Chaos in the hope of raising his friend from death. Original. his faith
in the God-Emperor wavers, Jaq will find his life hanging in the balance. Original.

The Department of State Bulletin
The Dark Angels fight to free one of their recruiting worlds from the grip of the orks. A classic Warhammer 40,000 story told
anew, including the infamous tale of Sergeant Namaan’s final battle. Faced with an ork invasion of Piscina IV, the 3rd
Company of the Dark Angels believes the threat to be minimal. As enemy numbers continue to increase, their commander,
Captain Belial, insists that his Company are strong enough to resist. But Scout-Sergeant Naaman knows just how dangerous
this foe can be, and when a renewed greenskin offensive takes the Dark Angels by surprise, the orks swarm towards
Kadillus Harbour. Little do the Dark Angels know of the technological power available to the xenos, and the true scale of the
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threat they face. Belial, Naaman and their fellow Astartes fight a desperate siege at Kadillus, knowing that they must hold
out until Imperial reinforcements arrive or the planet will be lost.

Corax
The Cumulative Book Index
Codex
Desde Aztlan
Deep in the cells of the Convent Prioris, a woman touched by an inestimable force, sits in darkness. She is Ephrael Stern,
Sister of Battle, an elite force vowed to root out heresy and corruption wherever they find it. She was discovered wandering
alone on the barren world of Parnis, her unit destroyed, her body torn, her mind riven by madness -- and with a power
inside her inextricably linked to the taint of Chaos.This exclusive graphic novel is presented in a sumptuous, oversized,
hardcover edition and presents the entire first book of the awesome Daemonifuge re-edited and re-collected with
additional, never-before-seen material. Daemonifuge: The Screaming Cage features stunning black & white CGI artwork,
echoed today by titles such as Marvel's War Machine.

Codex Armageddon
Computer Gaming World
Astra Militarum
A supplement to the Warhammer 40,000 game. Describes in detail the Imperial guard army, its background and its heroes.
Includes an army list, background, a hobby section and special characters.
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Daemonifuge
The United States Catalog
A Dictionary of Science
Dark Eldar
The Purging of Kadillus
Mustering for war against the orks, the Ultramarines Legion is attacked by the Word Bearers on the planet of Calth, and the
forces of Chaos openly reveal their part in the Heresy. Unaware of the wider Heresy and following the Warmaster’s
increasingly cryptic orders, Roboute Guilliman returns to Ultramar to muster his Legion for war against the orks massing in
the Veridian system. Without warning, their supposed allies in the Word Bearers Legion launch a devastating invasion of
Calth, scattering the Ultramarines’ fleet and slaughtering all who stand in their way. This confirms the worst scenario
Guilliman can imagine – Lorgar means to settle their bitter rivalry once and for all. As the traitors summon foul daemonic
hosts and all the forces of Chaos, the Ultramarines are drawn into a grim and deadly struggle in which neither side can
prevail.

Chaos Child
This best-selling dictionary contains over 9,000 entries on all aspects of science. It provides comprehensive coverage of
biology (including human biology), chemistry, physics, the earth sciences, and astronomy. The entries are supported by
over 200 clear diagrams and illustrations, and fully cross-referenced for ease of use. Other features include short
biographies of leading scientists, full page illustrated features on subjects such as the Solar System and Genetically
Modified Organisms, and chronologies of specific scientific subjects including plastics, electronics, and cell biology. Both
concise and wide-ranging, this dictionary is an ideal handy reference work for students, and a great introduction for nonscientists.
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Horus Heresy: Know No Fear
The Blood Gorgons, a Chaos Space Marine warband, fight the threat from Nurgle-infected foes on the planet of Hauts
Bassiq. The Blood Gorgons Chaos Space Marines are called to one of their recruiting worlds as the populace is struck down
by a plague of mutation. But the expeditionary force is decimated by a mysterious foe, and Sargaul is one of few survivors.
The polluted world has become even more nightmarish than before, and Sargaul faces insurmountable odds if he is to save
the savage planet. Facing a hostile environment, shadowy xenos enemies and treachery from within his own forces, Sargaul
must dig deep into his hatred and determination to leave Haute Bassiq alive.

Space Marines Codex
Upon steeds of adamantium and steel, the Ravenwing of the Dark Angels bring death to the foes of the Imperium in the first
book in a new trilogy from acclaimed author Gav Thorpe. The Ravenwing stand apart from the rest of the Dark Angels
Chapter – these dynamic Space Marines take to the battlefield upon steeds of adamantium and steel, and swoop from the
skies in lightning-fast speeders to bring death to the foes of the Imperium. Led by the heroic Master Sammael, they
prosecute war where their battle-brothers cannot, and are ever at the forefront of the Dark Angels’ campaigns.

Imperial Armour
War of the Orks
One of the most famous events in Warhammer 40,000 history is explored in depth. See the fall and rise of the Crimson Fists
as they battle orks on their home world. When the ork hordes of Warlord Snagrod lay waste to the planet of Badlanding and
wipe out the Crimson Fists sent to stop them, Chapter Master Kantor prepare a hasty line of defence on the Fists home
planet of Rynn's World. Tragedy strikes when an errant missile destroys the Space Marine's Chapter monastery, killing most
of their warriors. With a handful of Crimson Fists left, Kantor must fight the campaign of his life, to defeat Snagrod's orks
and prevent his Chapter's annihilation.

Chaos Space Marines
Chaos Daemons
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Based on the popular Warhammer franchise, the Deathwatch stands guard as the last line of defense at the edge of the
universe, defending Mankind from inhuman horrors! Collects issues #1-4 of the Warhammer 40,000 Deathwatch miniseries. The Deathwatch is made up of the best of all Space Marines, recruited from across all Chapters to serve as the last
resort against the multiple hostile alien civilizations threatening humanity. To be chosen to serve in the Deathwatch is a
great honor granted only to the most elite and experienced veterans, but the specifics of their sacred duty must remain
secret! Stranded and alone at the edge of the Calaphrax Cluster, one Deathwatch kill-team must hold the line against the
xenos hordes that threaten to destroy humanity. Assailed on all sides, they alone have the strength of mind and body to act
as humanity's first, and only, line of defense!

Codex Space Marines
Documentación de la FAO.
International Books in Print
Tau Empire
Books in Print Supplement
Fantasirollespil.

Warhammer 40,000
Rynn's World
Containing the novels Nightbringer, Warriors of Ultramar and Dead Sky, Black Sun, plus a connected short story, the series
follows the adventures of Space Marine Captain Uriel Ventris and the Ultramarines as they battle against the enemies of
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mankind. From their home world of Macragge, into the dreaded Eye of Terror and beyond, Graham McNeill1s prose rattles
like gunfire and brings the Space Marines to life like never before.

The Ultramarines Omnibus
Codex Imperial Guard
Ravenwing
Books in Series
Codex Dark Angels
The returned primarch Roboute Guilliman strives to save the Imperium from an era of death and darkness. Fell times have
come to the galaxy. Cadia has fallen, destroyed by the onslaught of Chaos. A Great Rift in the warp has opened and from its
depths have spewed daemons and the horrors of Old Night. But all hope is not lost A hero, long absent, has returned and
with him comes the wrath of the Ultramarines reborn. Roboute Guilliman, the last of the loyal primarchs, has arisen from
millennia in stasis to lead the Imperium out of darkness on a crusade the likes of which has not been seen since the fabled
days of the Emperor. But never before have the forces of Ruin amassed in such numbers, and nowhere is safe from
despoliation. From the dreaded Scourge Stars come the hordes of the Plaguefather, Lord Nurgle, and their pustulent eye is
fixed on the Ultramarines home world of Macragge. As the Indomitas Crusade draws to an end, Guilliman and his army of
Primaris Space Marines race to Ultramar and a confrontation with the Death Guard.

Space Wolves
The Raven Guard primarch Corax and the remnants of his once mighty Legion wage a guerrilla war to liberate worlds
oppressed by the traitor forces. After Isstvan, after Deliverance, the Raven Guard still endure. Their primarch Corvus Corax
has rallied countless warriors to his banner, striking back at the forces of the Warmaster on every front – from the
degenerate hereteks of the Mechanicum to the cruel legionaries of the Sons of Horus, none shall escape his wrath. But
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although Corax has managed to stall the physical corruption of his own Space Marines, what of their spirit? And what
sinister end must await those who dwell forever in the darkness? The saga of the primarch Corax comes to its grim
conclusion in this anthology, which collects together the novellas Soulforge, Ravenlord, and Weregeld along with several
short stories.

Codex Dark Eldar
Warhammer 40,000: Deathwatch
Books in Print
Dark Imperium
Zelia and her friends become embroiled in a war between two brutish tribes of green-skinned orks! Only by using their wits
can they hope to survive this savage encounter… Still searching for the Emperor’s Seat, Zelia, Talen and Mekki arrive on
the jungle planet of Weald. Accompanied by the ingenious Fleapit and the dashing Rogue Trader Amity, Zelia and her
friends become embroiled in a war between two brutish tribes of green-skinned orks! Only by using their wits can they hope
to survive this savage encounter…

Blood Gorgons
A Sacred Geometry Chicano Codex . A black and white contemporary exploration of aztec and mayan motifs. Over 100
pages of original chicano indigenous imagery which will inspire the viewer to re-invision azteca, mayan, tolteca past,
present and future.
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